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Breaking through the barriers of
traditional interculturalism

tween culture and the mind is Mai Nguyen-Phuong-Mai.
As a young journalist travelling the world, she became
fascinated by diversity and decided to take up intercultural
research. It was a privilege to interview her for this issue;
her enthusiasm for mind-versus-environment is boundless.
(Page 3)

Take the correlation between “perfect pitch” and linguistic
background. In 2006, researchers discovered that some
60% of Vietnamese- and Mandarin-speakers with early
music training had perfect pitch compared to only 14% of
Americans with the same musical background. The difference was attributed to the tonal qualities of the two Asian
languages, which require recognition and reproduction of
pitch. In another study, blind children were 4,000 times
more likely to have perfect pitch than their sighted peers. It’s
one reason blind musicians like Ray Charles, Stevie Wonder and Andrea Bocelli possess such exceptional talent.

The disparity in wealth between the top 1% and the rest
of society has become an issue of major concern. Dan
MacLeod takes on the problem by putting himself in the
skin of a travelling salesman with some hard questions
about the American way of life. (Page 15)
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Also, Milton Bennett examines how “political correctness”,
taken to extremes, can lead to a loser mentality. (Page 13)
As for myself, I look at British and American behavior, dissecting the subtle differences in communication styles...
with a humorous twist at the end. (Page 10)
Enjoy the read!
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The USA and Great Britain
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As globalization is rapidly breaking down our vision of a
world of well-defined national, cultural and linguistic boundaries, our field is going through a similar process. Interculturalists are turning their attention to cultural neuroscience,
the bi-directional relationship between values, behavior, the
mind, brain and genes.

One person who’s particularly intrigued by the dialectic be-

Mai Nguyen-Phuong-Mai

Two countries separated by a
common language

Cultural Neuroscience

The neurological effect is obvious. In young babies and
children, the brain is malleable, synapses grow and connections are made all the time. If the brain is exposed to a
particular cultural or physical factor, such as language pitch
or blindness, the auditory input will cause the brain to develop in a different way.
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Mai Nguyen-Phuong-Mai

newly-emerging discipline of cultural neuroscience
has taken the intercultural field by storm. Since the
development of functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) in the 1970s and 1980s, brain research has made
huge leaps into how the mind works.
Take, for example, the self-fulfilling prophecy; essentially
you see what you seek, you get what you expect.
The neural basis of this phenomenon is in the reticular
activating system (RAS) at the top of the brain stem. This
system acts as a watch guard, filtering unnecessary information so that important signals get through to the thalamus. And how does the RAS decide what is important? The
answer is simple: what we believe in, what we value most.
This physiological explanation helps interculturalists understand why people from a culture with collectivistic tendency
like Japan would be more attuned to group-oriented behavior and high-context communication, whereas the USA
tends to be at ease with individualistic and low-context patterns. Their RAS support them to be more sensitive to the
expressions of these behaviors and values, because these
behaviors and values are important to them.
Understanding neuroscience breakthroughs in the context
of intercultural research is Nguyen-Phuong-Mai’s specialty.
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Vietnamese by birth and early education, she combines
journalism with expertise in neuroscience and evolutionary
biology, and has written a remarkable book, Intercultural
Communications, that questions many classical tenets in
the field. Her work takes us to a new level of clarity on what
intercultural competence means.
A globe-trotter by nature, she moves back and forth between
three continents – Australia, Asia and Europe – where different members of her families live, and where she works
at Amsterdam School of International Business (AMSIB).
What came through in the interview was her immense enthusiasm for cultural neuroscience. As she put it, “I’m so
happy with the work I’m doing. I put in double the time I’m
being paid for!”
Let’s begin with your formative years. What were the experiences that led you to becoming an interculturalist?
I was born in Hanoi, in the middle of a noisy, messy and dynamic city of nearly 10 million people. People came from all
corners of the country. I was the youngest one in my family.
In Vietnam, it means the princess. My parents protected me
a little too much and I couldn’t experience the vibrant waves
of the city. I always wanted to get out of my comfort zone,
get out of the house, but it was a bit difficult.
The turning point was when my parents divorced and my
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Mai spent most of the year 2012,
tracing the expansion path of Islam,
from Saudi Arabia to Europe.
mother won custody of me. My father was devastated by
this arrangement. So he came up with a brilliant idea for
winning my affection; he opened a bookshop. There were
so many wonderful children’s books, so interesting, so powerful. I ended up spending most of my day with my father,
reading his books. Reading was the first step to getting out
of the house. I found a different, colorful world in books and
became a bookworm. I then started reading novels and began writing at 11.

open to new experiences, I allowed myself to be convinced.
I got a scholarship in Twente University for a Master in Instructional Design, and after that I continued with a PhD at
Utrecht University. My thesis was on the role of intercultural
communication in the educational system, how European
powers influenced the setting-up of educational policies in
their former colonies. Then I was offered a position as lecturer on intercultural management at the Amsterdam University
of Applied Sciences.

At the age of 15, I started as a free-lance writer when I got
my first short story published in a newspaper. It became a
monthly salary when I was at college because the newspaper wanted me to write continuously. I began a career as a
journalist at 21 and became the youngest managing editor
in Vietnam at 23. The mentality of a journalist – being objective, narrative and personal – significantly shaped the methodology I employ to construct my worldview. Much of the
journalistic experience has been incorporated in my book Intercultural Communications – An Interdisciplinary Approach.

But I manage to keep a nomadic lifestyle. In 2010, I spent a
year following the human migration routes from Africa to other continents and learned how layers of civilizations shaped
the complexity of local cultures. It was such a wonderful experience that at the peak of the Arab Spring, I spent most
of the year 2012 tracing the expansion path of Islam, from
where it began, city by city, from Saudi Arabia to Europe. It
was the best intercultural experience I’ve ever had. I stayed
with the locals, lived with their joys and fears, listened to
their life stories, saw them fighting, healing and bonding with
friends and foes alike. It was the dynamic nature of countries
and human minds that encouraged me to learn more about
how my stereotypes could be wrong, to reassess what sort
of materials I was using to teach.

Obviously, you were a highly-successful journalist in
Vietnam. How did you end up in Amsterdam?
I wanted to follow my career in journalism and won a scholarship at the World Press Institute in St. Paul, Minnesota. As
fate/luck would have it, I met a Dutchman, who convinced
me that The Netherlands was a much better place. Being
4
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When I came back from the Middle East, my partner gave
me a ground-breaking, newly released book called Wired for
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Her book ‘Intercultural Communications’ incorporates insights from other disciplines into the
theories and practices of intercultural relations.
Culture. Biologist Mark Pagel analyzed culture from the evolutionary biology’s point of view. And it changed my whole
idea of what culture is. I dived into the field of biology and
cultural neuroscience, pondering days and nights on the
studies that lie in the nexus of social and natural sciences.
My worldview reshaped and changed on fundamental questions such as: why are we doing what we are doing, what is
dynamic, what is static, what can be changed and what not?
How has all this affected your teaching?
I have to say that I’ve stopped using Hofstede, Trompenaars
and Hall as the major frameworks. They’re very useful as a
starting point, when you know nothing about the people you’re
interacting with. But as Osland and Bird remarked, their indexes should be seen as “sophisticated stereotypes”. And if
you insist on evaluating the world based on those assumptions, it becomes very easy to have confirmation-bias, a kind
of filter that makes you see what you want to see and only
what confirms your original idea. It can be dangerous, especially when we subconsciously reinforce stereotypes while
one of our missions is fundamentally fighting against them.
In essence, the frameworks of Hofstede and Trompenaars
are static. It posits that values are stables, culture is hard to
change, and once children acquire a culture, it is more likely
for this culture to become hooked and stay put for the rest
of their lives.
5
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Cultural neuroscience challenges this assumption with two
simple words: brain plasticity. The brain physically changes
and rewires to help us to adapt to a new culture. The brain
is not a hardware so culture can be installed, and behaviors
will “run” accordingly. The brain is both a hardware and a software in itself, functioning in a dynamic interplay with culture,
genes, and behaviors. Neuroscience has given me an important way out, filling the missing gap between the theories
and the reality that I have witnessed in my journalistic career,
in my two sabbaticals, and in my professional life every day,
What are your goals when you teach a class?
At the beginning of my career and for a long period of time,
my goal was to make students understand the similarities
and differences between different cultures. I would give
them so many frameworks and values, then ask them to
explain a situation. Now my goal is to have students adapt.
A fundamental role of the brain’s plasticity is to enable us to
either fit in a new culture or change an existing culture. And
so we should take advantage of this incredible capacity.
As a person who constantly moves between borders, I realize that adaptation and changing is a bi-directional structure.
It’s not only about me having or willing to change, but my
counterparts as well. For instance, when I go back to Vietnam, I see the people are changing rapidly, more quickly
than my students. And they are very contextual.
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The key to good intercultural relations
is feeling out the context.
For example, when talking to Westerners, many Vietnamese will give their business cards with one hand, along with
a firm handshake. My students who have been taught that
Asian people give business cards with two hands or have
a soft hand shake will be surprised, and confused because
some Asians adapt and some not. The very same person
sometimes adapts, sometimes not, depending on who s(he)
is dealing with. So the question is not only who’s changing,
but rather in what way the change is effective. It’s contextual
and goal-oriented.
This is very important in business. You can say, “This is the
change we need to make” but, to initiate real change, you
have to feel out the situation. You have to be in the flow to
know what to do. There’s no framework, no magic pill, no
miracle solution. That is why I teach them to be interculturally-intelligent, you have to feel out the context. It’s the only
way you can act in an effective way.
But people are the product of their culture. In my workshops, I see that German and American engineers have
their own subjective framework on how a project should
be implemented. What is your take on that?
I would beg to differ. Neuroscience has convinced me that
humans are not merely products of their culture. This is the
tenet of the static framework, Hofstede and Trompenaars.
And this is where I go further.
6

If humans are what culture produces, then the logical question is: who created culture? Obviously it does not just
mysteriously fall off from sky. We are both products and
producers of our own culture. At any given time, we (sub)
consciously follow its values, but we can also choose to redirect the flow, alternate the norms, creating a new lifestyle,
confronting old thinking. I specifically want my students to
focus on adaptability because they are the generation of
action. You can’t simply look at these enthusiastic young
people and tell them: This is how a culture works and you
are simply the consequence of its mechanism. If they are
just products of a certain culture, how can they be a force
of change? How can they be the change they want to see?
Cooperation in this globalized world requires us to find similarities and differences, But it doesn’t stop there. The next
step is to incorporate the diversity to achieve something together. In order to do so, we have to change. Change is scary
and very difficult for the brain because the brain is lazy. It
wants the predictable. But we’re living in a dynamic world,
with a shift toward digital life and interconnection. Young people feel they have a responsibility to initiate and be part of the
change, aiming at something better. To fulfil their mission, to
achieve a meaningful work and life, we need to teach them to
see change as an inevitable process of this era.
Yet in intercultural communications, each side more of-
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The amygdala tells us almost immediately
whether to stay or flee before the rational
brain has time to mull things over.
ten thinks they have the right way of doing and this is
where conflicts occur. The amygdala, that part of the
brain which tells us emotionally whether to flee or stay,
kicks in and leads both sides to become fearful and
highly ethnocentric. To counteract this, we need to inform the participants about the underlying cultural values, to reduce the effects of the unknown.
Indeed, that conflicts occur due to differences. But I personally think that the whole field of intercultural communication
is dominated by fear. Books often start with cultural blunders
and business failures. Research focuses on the downside of
diversity on the scale of 17:1.This is what we’re doing in a
lot of workshops as well. We start with differences. We draw
a terrified picture of disasters as the consequences of value
mismatches. We focus heavily on potential problems, troubles, and failures. This triggers the amygdala, and the mind
thinks, “I’m scared. I don’t know where I’m going.” Hofstede
is reported to have said “Culture is a nuisance at best and
often a disaster.”
If we use differences as the starting point and fear of failure
as motivation, we’re capitalizing on that fear to make people
learn. That works, because fear is the quickest way to make
the brain react, but it’s not sustainable. When you operate
out of fear, you put everything into a short-term task and
lose the sustainable energy to go a long way. We may use
fear, but we need to see the down-side.
7
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I agree with what you said, that differences can cause conflicts. We should understand first why we act this way and others may act differently. But differences can bring about synergy as well. Diversity is the buzz word, and it has gone beyond
a nice thing to have to become a critical business strategy.
What’s the next step? How can you achieve synergy?
Again, as I mentioned earlier, you need to change. This
is where neuroscience is becoming important, because
change can be achieved in many ways. We can change because our mind is convinced. But we can also change by
starting to do things we are not yet totally convinced, even
oppose to. The contradiction between thinking and behavior
is called cognitive dissonance. And evolution has a solution
for it. We change in the direction of our behavior.
The traditional thinking is, values guide behaviors, but repeated behaviors can slowly change values as well. Footin-the-door strategy is a well-known tactic in marketing and
negotiation. Once people agree to go with the first step, such
as signing a petition, they feel an inner need to go all the way
by giving a donation, making their attitude consistent with
their behavior. People fight for what they believe but also
have to believe in what they are fighting for. Once given a
role, we soon act that role and gradually become that role.
But fear can be result of not understanding the uncon-
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scious, learned rules of behavior. If we look at the work
of the Austrian zoologist Konrad Lorenz, he demonstrated the overwhelming power of the critical period,
the first 10 to 12 years of our lives, where you learn
unconsciously and almost permanently the “correct”
way of behaving. Once it’s set, it remains. People can
become conscious of it and deal with it, but you can’t
get rid of it.
Correct! You can’t totally get rid of it, but you can change.
Brain plasticity shows us how we misunderstand the complexity of the mind. An important premise of the static paradigm is the simplistic notion that values are binary. A culture
is masculine, feminine, or somewhere in between. It’s essentially “either/or” and never “both/and”.

on snap judgment but it means evolution has created neural
support for the binary “good or bad”, the subconscious. It
also means we have a tendency to disregard complexity
for an “either/or” system. A person is either good or bad,
not both; a company is either ethical or immoral, not both; a
relationship is either love or hate, not both.

This binary thinking pattern has a lot to do with how the brain
works. Any stimulus reaching our central nervous system is
relayed in two directions. System 1 takes nanoseconds to
reach our emotional center, the amygdala. System 2 sends
information to the cerebral cortex--thinking and consciousness. The amygdala responds within 12 to 80 milliseconds.
System 2 takes 200 to 400 milliseconds longer, then with
a lot of back and forth. Thus, before the cortex has figured
out what the object actually is, the amygdala has already
decided whether the object is good or bad.

The fact that our brain can adapt and accommodate very
dynamic systems of values questions the static assumption
of Lorenz. At the beginning of this interview, you asked me
about my early experiences in Vietnam. People also often
ask, “Do you feel Vietnamese, Dutch, Australian? Where’s
home?” To be perfectly honest, I don’t know how to answer.
Whatever answer I give is just a snapshot of who I am at that
moment. I don’t identify myself within a culture anymore, but
in terms of what is right in a certain context. I can be very
assertive, very ambitious, also very shy. I should know when
to shut my mouth when I have to. If I talk with someone
from Yemen, I will talk like an Arab. I see this in a lot of peo-

This “quick and dirty” assessment helps us survive based
8

Does that mean we can’t comprehend complexity? Of
course not, but it takes time for information to be processed
into consciousness. Logical thinking is achieved when the
amygdala doesn’t guide our behavior on its own. A good
conclusion comes from both emotion and logic, not binary but plural thinking. Thus, complex thought is possible if
there is time and the absence of fear.
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ple who don’t necessarily have a nomad’s life but who don’t
want to confine themselves to a cultural framework.
Are you implying that context is far more important
than culture?
Yes, exactly! Neuroscience suggests that the brain is capable of supporting an incredible level of flexibility and plural
thinking. We comprehend complex problems and accommodate “opposing” sets of values, depending on the given
context.
Shifting of values has been observed in both behavioral and
neural studies, with priming techniques and fMRI. The plasticity of our brain enables simple cues – such as looking
briefly at “I” and “we” – to trigger us to think in a self-oriented
or group-oriented way. People primed with individualistic
values show enhanced evaluation of self, saying, for example, “I’m honest.” People primed with collectivist values
show enhanced processing of contextual self. “When talking
to my mother, I’m honest.”
Context dynamically shapes neurobiological mechanisms
because the malleable brain allows us to acculturate to new
environments. Our brain is so plastic that we represent multiple cultures in our mind, switching between values simultaneously, to the point that we can be both collectivist and
individualistic as long as a specific context activates that el9

3

ement in us. This insight requires us to reconsider the notion
that culture is the software of the mind, as Hofstede said,
and replace it with a suggestion from neuroscience: context
is the software of the mind.
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Being a multilingual person myself, I subconsciously choose
the appropriate language as a mechanism to respond to the
context effectively. For example, I often negotiate my position in Dutch, which allows me to bypass certain social constraints and be ruthlessly direct if needed.
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Absolutely fascinating. One last question: Do you think
SIETAR is meeting the challenges of globalization?
SIETAR has always been a wonderful forum for development and solutions. I do hope the organization will become
more interdisciplinary, so that scholars from other fields can
contribute, challenge us with their insights and create amazing synergies together.
And I hope the static paradigms of culture will become less
dominant and we will consider the dynamic paradigm more.
It will help us comprehend the wonderful complexity of the
Interviewed by Patrick Schmidt
world.
Nguyen-Phuong-Mai communicates as a public figure at
www.facebook.com/culturemove and readers can reach her
at CultureMove@CultureMove.com
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hen I first started to work as an English teacher
in Germany, my colleagues were predominately
British. Since we spoke the same language, I assumed it
would be easy to connect with them. With time, however,
subtle differences in their communication style surprised
me. For example, that an accent could show you went
to an exclusive “public” school and not to a state school.
My American upbringing of “all men are equal” made me
blind to the class status that pervades all aspects of British life.
And then there was their joviality, their wordplay and selfdeprecating attitude. Not to be outdone, I would make
outlandish statements, knowing that they would respond
with an even more ridiculous play on words. There was
never a boring moment with them!
My British colleagues were, to say the least, amused
by my audacious spirit. And because of my pro-active,
hard-sell attitude, I was perceived as the typical American
wheeler-dealer, a person who gets things done immediately, no matter what. In short, someone who “shoots first
and asks questions later”.
It took me several years to get the drift of the British mindset. George Bernard Shaw sums up well what I was going
through: “We are two countries separated by a common
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language.” What he meant was there are invisible cultural differences that can make communication between
the two nations difficult at times, even with a supposedly
common language. And was he so right...
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Despite appearances of similarity, Brits and Americans
have fundamentally different ways of communicating. The
British want to be admired for their wit and make a point
of not being too serious; they want to appear modestly
clever through humor. It’s a high context culture where
direct display of feelings is suppressed and embarrassment and aggression are expressed through humor and
understatement or simply without saying a word.
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A prime example of British humor is the character Mr.
Bean. He loses his swimming trunks in a pool and it’s
embarrassing. But he remains resolute and unemotional
in his nakedness, trying to “keep a stiff upper lip” that sets
the audience roaring with laughter.
What amazes me most about the British is their large vocabulary and their continual efforts to be witty. That they
adore the English language is demonstrated by brilliant
wordplay and other intellectual games.
Anglo-Irish Oscar Wilde’s famous phrase, “I can resist
everything except temptation” is an example of how the
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Oscar Wilde is perhaps the most
brilliant interpretator of British wit.
stereotypical British mind can construct apparently contradictory ideas so as to amuse the listener. You’re almost
always challenged to respond in kind. When a person
makes a funny statement, you’re expected to come up
with a witty rejoinder.
Also, they can use their wit and vocabulary to gain leverage when they feel they’re being put into a corner.
I experienced this once during a German-British intercultural training session. The German participants felt
that their British counterparts were not doing their fair
share of work. When the leader of the German group
presented their interpretation of the conflict, the British responded with long-winded, complicated answers
that even I had difficulty understanding. This is a tactic
known as “linguistic ruthlessness” that is used to maintain the upper hand, especially with foreigners who don’t
speak English well.
In addition to overloaded, complicated phrases, the British are masters of indirect communication — the message in any given exchange may be contained in what is
not said. For example, it might be sizzling hot and a Brit
will offer, with a perfectly straight face, “It’s a bit warm,
wouldn’t you say?”
Americans are less inclined toward witty statements,
11

complicated vocabulary and self-deprecating humor.
When communicating, they unconsciously strive to be
liked and accepted socially. This is why they are always
so friendly. At the same time, they want to get straight to
the point. This pro-active attitude is strongly related to the
American need for upward mobility. The thinking goes like
this: If I’m friendly and outgoing with a stranger, there’s an
increased probability of his or her help as I move up the
social ladder.
This throws light on why Americans are more direct when
it comes to expressing pleasure, giving compliments and
revealing personal details to people they don’t know well.
For instance, an American meeting a British person for the
first time might say, “Hey, I just saw a very interesting program about London on TV. I really like the sophisticated
way people speak in England. You really have great style.”
Humor in the U.S. tends to be more aggressive or disruptive. An American will often begin with an apparently
sincere statement and then, out of no where, will destroy
it by following up with something absurd. As when TV comedian Steven Colbert explains, with a straight face, why
Donald Trump likes his job: “Living in the White House
means he doesn’t have to pay rent.” Or the speaker will
sometimes create a set-up for a joke and then omit the
punch line. The joke is that there is no joke.
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Mr. Bean’s reserved, comical
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The more interesting question is how these linguistic
differences between Americans and Brits came about.
From my readings and observations, traceable elements
of status and class are remnants of the feudal system.
Having the right accent, background and education lead
to a higher position in society. What began in the ruling
class was later adopted by all levels of society. This may
explain why the British, as a whole, tend to be more demanding about eloquence and style. They also like to use
detachment and understatement to appear discerning,
like a kind of “gentleman farmer”.
Americans, on the other hand, have a different perspective on their native tongue. After throwing out the English
at the end of Revolutionary War in 1783, the rebels began to americanize the language. The idea was that, in
a society where all were supposedly equal, people who
don’t speak or write well shouldn’t be penalized. In fact,
to appear too sophisticated in your communication style
could be interpreted as a way of looking down at fellow
Americans. Radical democratic thinking led to a simplification of the language.
Additionally, one shouldn’t forget that the United States
took in millions of immigrants, most of whom didn’t
speak English. This meant the language was naturally
inclusive.
12

Last, but not least, the American perception that “time is
money” had an effect on speech and writing. Communication is based on pragmatic thinking — short and to the
point like newspaper headlines. That’s why Americans
don’t feel the need to be subtle in their conversations
and may well feel uncomfortable with the refined, indirect
statements the British excel at.
If President Trump ever receives an official invitation
to the U.K. (and that’s a big “if”), it will include having
tea with Queen Elizabeth at Buckingham Palace. If he
doesn’t want to appear rude and uneducated in the eyes
of her Majesty, as well as the British people, he’d be well
advised to ask Mr. Bean to come by the White House and
give him a lesson on proper British communication!

For more information on US and British communications,
here are a few books I recommend:
Watching the English: The Hidden Rules of English Behaviour by Kate Fox, Hodder & Stoughton
American and British English: Divided by a Common Language? by Paul Baker, Cambridge University Press
Cross-Cultural Dialogues by Craig Stori, Intercultural Press
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The losers in the current US presidential travesty are not
just those of us who voted against a bigoted ignoramus, nor
are they just the misguided people who are being betrayed
by that person. In the same sense as Je suis Charlie, we all
are losers in the assault on civil society that is occurring. But
also like Charlie, we all have some complicity in creating the
conditions wherein this tragedy is occurring.
One story about that complicity – the “arrogance of the
elites” – appeals to the many liberals who tend toward selfcastigation. They are so sorry for saying that Trump supporters seek solace in God and guns, or that Trumpistas are
a bucket of deplorables. OK, the latter is probably over the
13

top, but nevertheless the allegations are not the real point.
Of course less-educated people are annoyed when moreeducated people comment on their views. They are pleased
to point out the inadequacies of their more educated peers,
and examples are ample. But the inadequacy of one group
is no assurance that their accusers are less inadequate. In
other words, lack of education doesn’t confer superiority.
Conversely, having education does not confer intellectual
elitism. Most educated people are just articulating current
epistemology, which in the 400 or so years since the scientific revolution has pretty much settled on the importance of
evidence in making claims of truth. There is nothing “elite”
about this position.
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A more convincing story of complicity is the failure of liberals to
deal with the accusation, “You say you are inclusive, so what
about including my neo-Nazi point of view?” Or, “You say you
support free speech, so why are you trying to suppress my
expression of racist opinions?” Or, “You say you support diversity of identity, so what about my identity as an uneducated
white male who hates everyone else – aren’t you a hypocrite
for not supporting that as well?” Insofar as liberals are driven
by relativism, it is difficult for them to counter these demands.
They may say, “Zero tolerance for intolerance,” but that position is not really supported by the relativist assumption that
every perspective is worthy of respect. And as depicted in the
Doonsbury strip on the first page, they get rolled every time.
The original early-20th century idea of cultural relativism
was that our limited worldviews were “not good or bad -just different.” Cultures could not be evaluated according to
universal standards of civilization – every cultural context
was sophisticated in its own right, and people born into one
context were limited to that perspective. Since the mid-20th
century, social science (notably, intercultural communication) has mitigated this extreme form of cultural relativism
with strategies for comparing and understanding cultures
without recourse to universal standards. But in many other
corners of academia the original idea of relativism has continued to flourish (or fester, as the case may be). And it is that
unmitigated relativism that is allowing liberals to get rolled.
The main vehicle for unmitigated relativism in academia is
critical theory. In both arcane and popular forms, it analyzes relationships in terms of clashing worldviews and the
dynamics of power that enable one worldview to dominate
14

over others. On the one hand, critical theory guards against
claims of universal truth that are in fact expressions of one
cultural worldview. But in rejecting the questionable claim of
objectivity, critical theory supports the idea that bias is natural and inevitable. Ironically, this also supports the Fox News
argument that its flagrant bigotry is just a necessary counterpoint to liberal prejudice. In their rigid tolerance, it is difficult for
liberals to say, “well, not all perspectives are respectable…).
The idea of political correctness is an application of critical
theory. Its laudable intention is to limit intentional and unintentional impositions of bias, particularly those made by
dominant group members. However, taken to the extreme,
political correctness becomes bigoted in its own right. Over
zealous pc police provide easy targets for Trumpistas to
poke at “liberal hypocrisy,” exactly for being intolerant of intolerance. Insofar as the pc police are enacting relativism in
a dualistic way, they deserve the criticism.
We need to adapt to the interconnected world we have created with our intentional action or supported with our passive consumption. To that end, it would be helpful to drop the
extreme form of relativism that argues for respect but that
actually perpetrates bias and enmity. Instead, we need to
make conscious commitments to constructing viable ways
of living in the new world. A commitment to equity is not a
“perspective” – it is a conscious rejection of bigotry. And racism is not a “perspective” – it is a commitment to inequity.
These ethical decisions are not cases of “it’s just different”
relativism. They are decisions about what kind of real world
we want to live in. One way or the other, we are complicit in
the outcome.
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Okay, so my name’s Fred and I won’t tell you what I do for
a living except to say it’s not anything illegal or anything
like that, it’s just that no matter what industry you work in,
you’re gonna get hell from somebody.
That just what capitalism is, it’s based on profit. And over
the years, that concept...well it started with Reagan actually, so especially since the ’80s, that concept has kind of
what I’d call “cancered”.
What I mean is, it used to be about making what we call a clean
profit, meaning a company wanted to do good by the community
it served. We used to say that, served. “Serving the people of
Clarkson County.” That was a slogan when I was a kid, I don’t
remember if it was the electric company or the phone company.
Anyway, whatever it was you did, there was a balance between making money off people and continuing to live more
or less happily among them. But over the past nearly 40 years
now — and that’s two generations — it’s all cancered, grown
out of all reason. It’s like the whole culture has changed.
It’s not the basic concept of capitalism, it’s the abuse, the
scams, the obscene profits and the unseen victims. I call
it that, Obscene profits and unseen victims. But, like I say,
I’m a capitalist through and through. It’s the only system
that works when people aren’t perfect.
15

If people were perfect we’d all share equally alike across
the planet and the ecosystem would be like the Garden of
Eden. And Jesus and Mohammed and whoever the Jews
have and Buddha would all have the same name, they’d all
be the same four-dimensional supra-being we love and logically mirror. As opposed to “worship”.
Unfortunately, people aren’t perfect and there’s a whole lot
of people out there. And okay, I won’t say most, but there’s a
whole hell of a lot of assholes. I mean, by nature. Bad people. That’s one thing you have to give religion, they all make
a huge deal out of Good and Evil, yin and yang, duality.
Anyway, there’s a lot of social misfits out there and it’s because
of them, over the last few decades, that you’ve got whole professions which were once greatly respected but now are something people spit on. Like, say, Mr. Gower, the druggist from the
most American of film classics, “It’s a Wonderful Life”.
Back then a druggist was the town’s chemist, trusted by all,
a saver of lives. Today he’d be seen as a kind of drug-dealer, pushing opioids on addicts across the country. The local
representative of one of the most profitable industries in the
world, where metastasizing corporate gains kill a metastasizing number of people each year.
I mean, they spend tens of millions of dollars on lobbyists.
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But if the market worked right, without politics and money
and bullshit, millions more people would have the medecine they need and millions more would learn they need
medecine.
Supply and demand and good being done, and a reasonable profit made by all to keep the system flowing.
Back to my point. I’m not going to say what I do for a living except to say it’s not tobacco or pharmaceuticals or
firearms or finance or banking or the energy sector. Or the
military sector.
I will say that I’m a kind of manager, in my own way, in my
limited capacity. But I don’t manage anyone, I’m not a supervisor, not a boss. Like I say, I don’t boss anyone but myself.

16
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a potential client, what I call a “future client”. Another one
is I like face-time, not Facebook.
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So, like I said, my name’s Fred. But actually it’s Alfred.
On my birth certificate, like. And at first, when I was a
kid, it was Al. Except those “good years”, like people say,
weren’t very good to me. Grade school, high school…So
I kind of reinvented myself once I got away to college,
became Fred, got rid of a dozen years at once.
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So my name is Fred and I don’t mind giving my age, because otherwise how would you ever have context? So
I’m 66 years old and yes, I’m still working, and probably
will be until I die, the way things are going.

I’m writing all this in my room at the Value Motel, on one
of those little round tables. I just had breakfast at the pancake-place across the highway but I didn’t have pancakes,
I had bacon and eggs. My only meeting here isn’t ’til midafternoon so I have some time to kill.

But what I wanted to say at the beginning was, at 66,
I’ve seen a wide enough band of time to get an idea of
patterns. Think of waves across an x-ray. And it’s like,
there’s this downward curve in general for pretty much
everybody and everything. Jobs are gone and going still.
The air and water is bad and getting worse and the seas
are getting higher.

This morning I’m in Des Moines and tonight I’ll be in Topeka. I live in Madison, up in Wisconsin, but “live” is a relative term, I live on the road. I have a company car but it’s a
one-car company. That’s one of my break-the-ice lines with

What used to be called “millionaires”? Okay, remember
the tv show from the ’60s, “Gilligan’s Island”? There were
seven “castaways” and two were “the millionaire and his
wife”, it was in the theme song. They were two old snobs
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who talked high-class and everybody sort of laughed at
them but nobody hated them, everybody pretty much liked
them. But now it’s billionaires and multi-billionaires.
So, again, it’s cancerous growth, out-of-control growth
among some cells to the detriment of not only other cells
but the body as a whole.
But, like I say, I’m a businessman. I like to say that commerce makes the world go ’round. Not money, trade. And
the first rule of trade is, Don’t cheat the people you exchange goods with. I mean, it’s pretty damn simple. Don’t
lie to do business. Don’t bully people. Don’t hurt people
on purpose. Just that. It’s like the merchants of the world
should force the financiers of the world to clean up their
goddamn act.
I’m a capitalist through and through and that’s the whole
idea, through and through. Top to bottom and sideways,
you know? Self. Correcting. System. Which it can be,
should be, more or less used to be. I firmly believe that.
But when the elected representatives of the world’s first
democracy change laws and make millions of people sick
to make even more money for their rich friends and their
rich selves? It’s like it’s out of control.
It’s all flowed up from our basest instincts and as soon as
17

one does it, you do it too, do it better. Screw the competition
before they screw you. Screw your clients, customers, pigeons, whatever you call them. It’s like steroids in the Tour
de France, steroids in every goddamn sport now. Cheating
just to get by, to compete, cheat to compete. I think of it
as trickle-down sociology. Top to bottom. The more corrupt
a government, the more the businessmen laugh. It’s an
excuse all the way down to the local drug-dealer, from El
Presidente on down.
That’s what I was trying to say at the beginning. That there
used to be paperboys, kids like me, but then that became
something out-of-work men did. Stockboys in grocery
stores too. A devolving. In physics it’s a dying system but
they keep artificially pumping it up.
Like I like to say, Marlboro to China, Ford to Mexico. Almost
like a slogan. And one selling, one producing, two sides of
the same thing, the same entropy. What I call an anti-capitalist mind-set. The one was found guilty of killing people in
America so...market in China, Africa, wherever they won’t
stop you from making that kind of profit. The other makes
cars using workers who can’t buy them, the opposite of
Henry Ford’s founding philosophy.
And that’s decades ago. On-going but already old hat. Now
the American president’s daughter markets “empowering
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women” by paying Asian factory-women a buck an hour
to make her multi-million-dollar product-line. And, it’s so
obvious it doesn’t have to be that way. I mean, just to start
with, the whole question of basic human decency.
Plus it doesn’t make sense anyway, a self-perpetuating
system depends on balance. When things get out of
whack, if there’s no correction, it all gets worse and worse
faster and faster until the system implodes or explodes or
both. Also, it’s intuitive. Survival-based common sense. A
biology term too, mutualism.
Want an example of self-correcting economics? When I
was in college, if you and your buddy bought an ounce
of pot together, one of you separated it into two piles and
the other one chose a pile. A fool-proof system, intrinsic
check-and-balance in the absence of a scale. Common
sense and honor.

18

sing about is left farther and farther behind. It’s like nobody
wants to admit they’re wrong. Company, political party, religious or ethnic group, nobody. Nobody wants to apologize,
compromise, empathize. Nobody ever wants to forgive and
forgetting is out of the question.
We all just fight on, dig deeper into that pit of endless potential called the human soul, the human mind. And humanity
as a whole is fractals, a collective portrait of each and every
human being past and present, with the present overlapped
by a second-to-second reset of the future.
When you get right down to it, it’s like “The Picture of Dorian
Grey”. Behind tremendous achievement in science, architecture, art, music, books, movies...it’s like the human race
hasn’t evolved as individuals. And it’s like...But we have so
much potential!

But society doesn’t tend toward that. It’s like our brains got
too big, we’re too smart for ourselves. In the past 40 years
Mafia muscle has evolved into Brain bullies. MMBB. Kind
of a double-abbreviation of Members Only. Mafia muscle
terrorized communities. Brain bullies bankrupt the world,
as we learned in 2008.

All of this kind of occurred to me all at once this morning,
reading the paper over bacon and eggs across from my
room at the Value Motel. Reading about how, despite their
internet prowess, ISIS is having trouble recruiting adults
and teenagers these days, what with so many getting killed
and all. So now they recruit kids, 7-8 years old. Using cartoons and songs and fairy tales.

Either way, the human “soul” we all talk and write and

As Kurt Vonnegut used to write, Hi ho!
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The Lake Erie Tunnel Disasters
Tales of Heroism and Tragedy
Scott MacGregor and Gary Dumm (illustrator)
Eoi Media Press, 279 pages
U.S. $ 19.99
It’s comic strip, but neither Disney fantasia nor Marvel
superhero exploits. Rather, a powerful time machine
echoing the accents of the elders and real heroes of
my father’s generation, the immigrant laborers and discounted Blacks whose sweat, ingenuity and life’s breath
contributed to the survival of the city I grew up in, Cleveland, Ohio. Thank you, MacGregor and Dumm for bringing back to life my long absent diverse neighbors and
relatives.
Many of my childhood summer weekends were spent
with my Dad and his buddies floating on Lake Erie in a
small boat, fishing for blue pike and perch and the occasional sheepshead, within sight of the mysterious and,
to my childhood fantasy, somewhat ominous 5-mile crib.
I knew it had something to do with the city water supply
intake, but it took three quarters of a century and a read
of Tunnel to Hell for me to discover why I intuitively felt
that it was a haunted house.
In 1916, the growing industrial city of Cleveland was in
desperate need of clean water for its burgeoning population. An unbelievable plan was drawn up. Here is the unalloyed human story of the men who dug the water supply
tunnels under the lake for miserly wages, men who suffered identity abuse in a corrupt political and manipulative industrial environment. Their souls are laid bare, with
19

pain, anger, violence and deception all playing a part, as
they traded in injury and death for survival of family and
self. Often pitted against each other by the powers that
be, they experienced both heroic solidarity and sniveling
betrayal in the need for work and risks of death, pressured into unsafe situations and lethal tasks.
I invite you of another generation to make the acquaintance of these plain-speaking forbears, a culture hidden,
not only from the present day, but willingly dismissed and
erased from history. They raise our consciousness to look
more carefully at our present times.
Their story urges us to recognize how this narrative of
exploitation continues in the current construction of our
worlds and its cost to our humanity and our ecology. You’ll
tink yourself a feckin’ eedjit not to have recognized it for
so long after perusing these pages and living in their characters.
As an intercultural professional, I would highly recommend
that my colleagues read Tunnel to Hell for the jolt it gives to
our frequently abstract theorizing and “business as usual”
teaching and training. The authors’ account points us in the
direction of the unresolved and often unseen dynamics in
which our subjects lead unscrubbed lives in places where
it is easier to look away.
Reviewed by George Simons
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Brave New Books, 148 pages
Euro 21.95

The Bigots bite back
Perhaps modeling more of what we will see in intercultural publishing and elsewhere in the digital age, van der
Pol has offered us a small book but a large collection
of insights of how the intercultural dimension affects our
lives, our work, and our connections with each other.
Reflections on Intercultural Craftsmanship is at once a
blog, a diary, an advice column; you can binge read the
whole thing or dip in at will to refresh a wide variety of areas of intercultural sensitivity and communication made
real with illustrative stories and quick and useful practical
tips on how to realize them in various contexts.
There is appropriate direct advice given briefly and directly, what to change in attitude and how to act, overcoming our business-as-usual but inhibiting automatic
reactions. Much of the lore is classical theory in the field,
but offered in the digestible format of bite-sized bits.
There are also discussions of a few items not often seen
in mainstream intercultural discussions. Ones that stuck
out for me included: pointing out the element of enjoyment in exploring and experiencing what the other brings;
the importance of shared humor, despite the possibility of
so many pitfalls in delivery and reception; savvy tips on
email and digital communication; and, the role of trust in
data management.
20

Though there is a chapter on the Polder model, articulating
an important feature of Dutch identity and behavior, there
are also warnings to Dutch and Scandinavian readers that
they occupy a rather unique fringe of European diversity
when it comes to directness and egalitarianism, and to be
aware of this and to recognize how their innocent behavior
can be misunderstood as offensive in other contexts.
There are a couple mentions of the need for self-knowledge and self-reflection, looking into the mirror as a source
of gaining deeper insight into addressing the bumps in the
road. But, by and large, the content is outward-focused
with attention paid to common cultural faux pas and cautions needed to avoid them.
All in all, it seems to me that van der Pol has well succeeded in her stated objective of highlighting “the true relevance of the cultural factor”, demonstrating to the reader
that culture matters.
The bits and pieces of the small chapters are a persistent
knock on the door that cannot be ignored. Reading these
brief chapters, one often has the feeling of wanting more.
That is not a fault but, in fact, the point of this introductory
easy-to-read stimulation. It ends with the essential and ultimate focus, “face-to-face contact”.
Reviewed by George Simons
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SIETAR Italia is very happy to announce that the proceedings of
the IX SIETAR Italia Conference 2017 “Multicultural Identities:
Challenging the Sense of Belonging” have been published.

The USA and Great Britain
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This book presents a large variety of stimulating insights about how
multiculturalism triggers changes in all areas of life, and how identities are in a permanent flux (please have a look at the attached table
of content) http://www.sietar-italia.org/images/2018/Multicultural-identities-1_11.pdf.
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The authors’ wide-ranging and varied analytical approaches come
hand-in-hand with helpful ideas and practical advice for everybody
looking to engage successfully with the challenges of multiculturalism.
This has been a pro-bono project, therefore the book won’t be for
sale (nor will there be an e-book version). If you wish to have a
copy, please contact info@sietar-italia.org and write the address
you would like a copy to be shipped to. With a donation of minimum
€18 per book (shipping costs included), SIETAR Italia will ship you
the book directly (payment details below).
Your SIETAR Italia team

For wire-transfers:
SIETAR Italia
BANCA CREDITO EMILIANO – CREDEM
IBAN: IT77Q0303211100010000002138 BIC: BACRIT21241
For PayPal payments:
http://www.sietar-italia.org/it/?option=com_content&view=article&id=261
In both cases, please do not forget to state your name, surname
and number of books.

			

Announcement from the SIETAR EUROPA Board

		 The Board is delighted to welcome its new executive team for the period 2018-2020.
Joyce Jenkins takes over as President of SIETAR Europa. She is currently the SE representative as well as President of SIETAR UK.
Hanneke Brakenhoff will be Vice President. She is currently SE representative for SIETAR Netherlands
Linda Vignac will be Treasurer. She is currently the SE representative for SIETAR France.
The Board wishes to extend a hearty thanks to our past President Pari Namazie, who through her dedicated and caring
expertise, has helped make SIETAR Europa a strong and highly regarded organization.
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“Nothing is so constant as change”
said Heraclitus of Ephesus.
More than 2,500 years later, digitization and increasing disruption are shaking society. The
consequences of this are affecting gradually all areas of life in increasing speed. At the dawn of the 21st
millennium, more and more people are talking about the VUCA world - volatility, uncertainy, complexity,
with high ambiguity - in which we live.

Answers to complex questions demand creativity and flexibility

The SIETAR Forum 2018 will take place as a BarCamp: a very flexible and adaptable conference format.
What is unique about a BarCamp is the exchange and opportunity of interdisciplinary networking.
More information at

https://www.sietar-forum.de/

“Cross-Cultural Interaction: What We Know and What We Need to Know” –
by N. J. Adler and Z. Aycan was just published in the Annual Review of Organizational Psychology and Organizational Behavior.
The article reviews state-of-art conceptualizations of culture and provides a focused summary of the most recent research on managing crosscultural interaction. It is our hope that it will support the broad range of scholarship now being conducted in the field, including the work that many
SIETAR members are doing that is integrating what has too often been labelled as “international research” into the overall field.
For a short time, the publisher is providing free complimentary one-time access to the article for your own personal use as a PDF file http://www.annualreviews.org/eprint/Um9VMqAMsrNmZ7tjAqGC/full/10.1146/annurev-orgpsych-032117-104528 -

Further use - multiple distribution, publication, etc. –would require permission from their Copyright Clearance Center - http://www.copyright.com/
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SIETAR Spain Congress
Málaga, Spain
28 - 30 September 2018
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This three- day event will have as its theme

INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCE:
A KEY FOR INCLUSIVE ORGANIZATIONS
This congress welcomes all those who are interested in exploring intercultural competence as a source
of innovation, with the aim of making a multidisciplinary approach to diversity management, an essential
mechanism for achieving organizational goals in today’s globalized world.
We invite you to submit presentations of your research results and work-related experience, insights and
examples of best practices by the 15th March, 2018. We are also open to inspiration and success stories
directly related to the congress topics.
Málaga has been chosen as the location for the congress due to its colourful and diverse ethnicity —
blessed with sunshine, loaded with history, filled with a thriving multicultural atmosphere and brimming
with a youthful vigour that proudly acknowledges its multi-layered past and a history spanning about
2,800 years. Today’s Malaga is a vibrant, modern and cosmopolitan city, and the centre of an important
communications hub, so getting there is easy, whatever means of transport you want to use.
More information at: https://www.sietar.es/congreso/
More information on Málaga http://s3.malagaturismo.com/files/400/400/beachesinmalaga.pdf
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EVENTS CALENDAR FROM MARCH - DECEMBER 2018
For more information, contact: webinars@sietareu.org
March 22nd 2018, Thursday, at 18.00 – 19.00 pm (CET)
Speaker: Helen Sayers
Topic:
“UBUNTU! The Spirit of Humanity: exploring the creative art of building bridges between communities, cultures,and hearts”
April 17th 2018, Tuesday, at 15.00 – 16.00 pm (CET)
Speaker: R. Boyd Johnson
Topic:
“How to manage global research team successfully”
May 15th 2018, Tuesday, at 16.00 – 17.00 (CET)
Speaker: Thomas Greenaway
Topic:
“Thinking about LGBTQ people in Intercultural Spaces”
June 8th 2018, Friday, at 18.00 – 19.00 pm (CET)
Speaker: Michael Boyle
Topic:
“Companies are striving to be flexible and are surprised when they run across difficulties. Maybe the problem is culture?
July 5th 2018, Thursday, at 15.00 – 16.00 pm (CET)
Speaker: Fath E Mubeen
Topic:
“Religious persecution is on the rise: The substantive freedom is under global siege”
September 19th 2018, Wednesday at 14.00 – 15.00 pm (CET)
Speaker: Sylvia Van Ziegert
Topic:
“Reinventing Global Leadership: Tools for a Volatile World”
October 12th 2018, Friday at 18.00 – 19.00 (CET)
Speaker: Dr. Milton Bennett
Topic:
“The End of Relativism”
November 15th 2018, Thursday at 14.00 – 15.00 pm (CET)
Speaker: Arjan Verdooren
Topic:
“The TOPOI model and diversity competence - Cultures don’t meet, people do”
December 10th 2018, Monday at 17.30 – 18.30 (CET)
Speaker: Dr. Michelle J. Cummings-Koether
Topic:
“How psychological contracts work, and how they can influence thesuccess or failure of international assignments”
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Your growth and integration partners - enabling you to
vitalize, optimize and make long term success of your
international business, M&A’s and relationships.
We train, coach and inspire at individual, team- and
corporate culture levels.
Marit Imeland Gjesme, CultureCatch
& Richard D. Lewis, Richard Lewis Communications
Get in touch via

www.culture-catch.com
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Discover your talent
and become a “star”!
Discovering and
Developing the
Potential of
Students,
Job-starters and
Talents!
Learn more and
explore:
info@dnla.de
www.dnla.com

DNLA - The Human Factor in Organizations!
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Events, workshops, congresses
Bath, United Kingdom

5-9 March, 11-15 June 2018
Developing intercultural training skills This
5-day course is for trainers wishing to learn
more about theory and practice of intercultural training, both to integrate intercultural topics into their current training and also to deliver their own intercultural training courses.
19-23 March, 18-22 June 2018
Designing and delivering intercultural training
This is a follow-up to the above course with
the added feature of exchanging ideas with
trainers from different countries. Suitable for
trainers who already have experience in the
field. Information at: www.lts-training.com/
or contact adrian.pilbeam@lts-training.com

Bonn, Germany

12. - 14 April, 2018
Kultur, Complexität, Kreativität This threeday get together brings German-speaking

May 18,19, 2018
Embodied Culture: Discovering the Feeling
of Self and Other in Cultural Context Course
facilitated by Ida Castiglioni. Prerequisite:
Facilitating Intercultural Consciousness: Applying the New Paradigm.

interculturalists to discuss issues and trends
that are changing our intercultural world.
“Nothing is so constant as change” as Heraclitus of Ephesus once said and will be the
leitmotiv of the forum. Importance will be the
‘thinking out of the box’ discussions from a
variety of experts to enhance development
of ideas and networking. More information at
www.sietar-deutschland.de/sietar-deutschland-forum-2018.html

More info at http://www.idrinstitute.org/

Online Everyday

Milan, Italy

The SIETAR Europa group, discussing

May 14-16, 2018
Facilitating Intercultural Consciousness:
Applying the New Paradigm Core course
facilited by Milton Bennett.
May 21-23, 2018
Constructivist Intercultural Training and
Assessment. Milton Bennett and invited
IDRInstitute partners. Prerequiste is the
course Facilitating Intercultural Consciousness: Applying the New Paradigm.

Fifty Years of Revolution: Gender,
Race and Resistance
on LinkedIn, has now over 8000 members. Plus it offers videos, articles, books,
tools for the intercultural profession. To
join, click here:
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/2740568
For more information, contact George
Simons at diversophy@gmail.com
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Diversity Icebreaker® is a workshop tool for developing a shared understanding of how to make best use of diversity. It builds upon a questionnaire that measures preferences for interaction, communication and problem-solving.
In cross-cultural trainings, it is used as a nonthreatening entry to the complex world of intercultural differences.
The concept is easy to use for consultants and facilitators; easy to understand for participants; and scientifically
validated. To date, it has been translated into 19 languages and used by 2.5 million participants in over 70 countries.
No certification or license required; ample train-the-trainer material available.
Learn how to start at: www.diversityicebreaker.com 		
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